ANTH A420: Undergraduate Teaching Practicum in Anthropology  
Fall, 2014  

Build your teaching experience while providing assistance to your peers!

Tasks may include all or some of the following:
-- help with course logistics
-- prepare lab sections
-- scan slides
-- participate in weekly discussion sections
-- tutor students
-- help formulate attendance questions and read through the answers
-- library tasks (identify, pick up, return films; search library for books, obtain and return)

-- assist with review sessions
-- review books for research purposes
-- contribute to a class lecture
-- assist graduate student AIs
-- and other duties as requested….

Faculty will discuss teaching strategies with the undergraduate interns and provide a mentored learning experience for students enrolled in A420.

Faculty mentor and facilitator: Laura Scheiber (scheiber@indiana.edu)

The following THIRTEEN faculty members are accepting from 1 to 3 undergraduate teaching assistants for their courses. Interested students should contact faculty directly. Remember, you can concurrently enroll in A420 and be enrolled in the class!

COLL C104 (Rise and Fall of Ancient Civilizations)
Faculty member: Stacie King (kingsm@indiana.edu)

ANTH A107 Human Origins and Prehistory
Faculty member: Jeanne Sept (sept@indiana.edu)  (needs 2)

ANTH A208 Arts, Politics, and Global Encounters
Faculty member: Anya Royce (royce@indiana.edu)

ANTH A208 American Indian Dance and Powwow Culture
Faculty member: Nicky Belle (nbelle@indiana.edu)  (already has student)

ANTH B200 Introduction to Biological Anthropology
Faculty member: Michael Muehlenbein (mpm1@indiana.edu)  (needs 3)

ANTH E105 Culture and Society
Faculty member: Rick Wilk (wilkr@indiana.edu)

ANTH E322 Peoples of Brazil
Faculty member: Eduardo Brondizio (ebrondiz@indiana.edu)

ANTH L200 Introduction to Linguistic Anthropology
Faculty member: Kathryn Graber (graberk@indiana.edu)  (has students already)

ANTH P230 Archaeology and the Ancient Maya
Faculty member: Anne Pyburn (apyburn@indiana.edu)

ANTH P240 Archaeology and the Movies
Faculty member: Ryan Kennedy (jonrkenn@umail.iu.edu)
ANTH P361 Prehistory of the Midwest
Faculty member: Susan Alt (susalt@indiana.edu)

ANTH P380 Prehistoric Diet and Nutrition
Faculty member: Jeanne Sept (sept@indiana.edu) (needs 2)

ANTH P332 Industrial Archaeology
Faculty member: April Sievert (asievert@indiana.edu) (prefers student who has taken P330)

ANTH P426 Problems in Zooarchaeology
Faculty member: Laura Scheiber (scheiber@indiana.edu)